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Packed Educational Program at Yakima District Institute
When the IAWP converges upon
Yakima Oct. 21 and 22, prepare to
be educated, informed and
enlightened.
Topics range
from:
Oregon Employment
Department’s
Statewide
Training Coordinator
Amber Drake (pictured here) will
explain how to create a demanddriven, customer centric environment by staying relevant to our
customers (job seekers and busi-

reporting procedures, etc.
We’ll learn how to be SAFE – Suicide Awareness for Everyone –
how to recognize someone at risk
for suicide or in a suicidal crisis
and how to safely assist the person through their crisis. Local resources available to provide support to someone in a suicidal crisis
will also be shared by Jim Pinnell,
the Community Education Coordinator from Comprehensive
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nesses).
Deputy Chris Johnston from the
Spokane County Sheriff’s Office
will be covering techniques used
for effective verbal de-escalation,
(such as tone, inflection, body language, etc.) with the goal of being
able to make decisions that can
prevent an actual assault, including important clues about building
security, layout, access control,

Healthcare of Yakima.

Helping LGBT Customers on Job Search

And we’ll hear from Billie Wright,
Employee Engagement/Training &
Development Manager with
Washington’s Employment Security Department, who will teach us
tips and tricks for managing ourselves and our lives, because as
we all know: “Change is Going to
Come.”

Recognize & Prevent Human Trafficking
Human Trafficking Laws
Have You Heard? Mutual Aid Fund!
Computer Security
What’s New? New Logo New Look
Registration & Agenda District VII
Institute
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2016-2017
Washington State
I A W P
Chapter Officers
PRESIDENT SHEILA JOHNSON-TEETER

APPLICATION FOR IAWP MEMBERSHIP
IAWP is YOUR Professional Association. We hope you will share your skills and interests to
assist us in providing quality member programs. Help your chapter grow by using your talents
to get involved in a committee or activity – you’ll love it!
DUES: Active ____ $3.50 per pay check Retiree _____ $30 per Year
Application Type: Active: New_____ Renewal_____ Retiree: New_____ Renewal_____
NAME___________________________________________MALE____FEMALE____BIRTHDAY____________

Commissioner’s Office
PO Box 9046 ● Olympia, WA 98507-9046
360-902-9328

HOME MAILING ADDRESS__________________________CITY/STATE_________________ZIP____________

PRESIDENT ELECT DONNA GLACKEN

PROGRAM INTERESTS: (Circle one or more)
WorkSource
Dislocated Workers
Unemployment Tax Unemployment Benefits
Administrative Services
Partnerships
Information Technology
Other ____________________

Shared Work Unit
640 Woodland SQ LP SE ● Lacey, WA 98503
360-407-2308

VICE PRESIDENT LEAH WOLFE

HOME EMAIL ADDRESS____________________________________________________________________
EMPLOYER/DIVISION ______________________________OFFICE LOCATION_________________________

Employment Security Collections
PO Box 9046 ● Olympia, WA 98507-9046
360-902-9645

Employee Signature ______________________________________

TREASURER GEORGE MANTE

Date_______________
New Member, recruited by _________________________________

Employment Service Administration & Policy
PO Box 9046 ● Olympia, WA 98507-9046
360-902-9705

SECRETARY KOLLEEN ANDERSON
Office Services Administration & Operation
PO Box 9046 ● Olympia, WA 98507-9046
360-902-9593

PAST PRESIDENTSUZANNE NICHOLS
Spokane UI Claims Center
PO Box 14857 ● Spokane, WA 99214-0857
509-893-7298

Have An Idea for an Upcoming Edition?
Contact your CLARION EDITOR
Judy Johnson C/o WA State Chapter IAWP
PO Box 2543 ● Olympia, WA 98507
360-902-9348
http://www.waiawp.org

Submit this application to State Chapter Membership
Chair, Sheila Johnson-Teeter, sjohnson@esd.wa.gov
or PO Box 2543, Olympia, WA 98507.
To begin payroll deduction: Complete the Recurring Deduction Form at http://esd1apolylop1/lfserver/
Recurring_Deduction_Form in Liquid Office.
- six digit code found under your name in TotalTime
- select IAWP 2747
- enter $3.50
- select Semi-monthly (If you choose to

pay annually, dues payment must accompany application)

MARK YOUR CALENDAR









National Disability Employment Awareness Month, October, 2016
IAWP District VII Conference, October 20-22, 2016, Oxford Suites, Yakima, WA
State Chapter Executive Board Meeting, October 22, 2016, Yakima, WA
State Chapter Executive Board Meeting, February 24, 2017, Westport, WA
Southwest Subchapter Winter Institute & Crab feed, February 25, 2017, Westport
IAWP International Conference, June 18-21, 2017, Costa Mesa, CA
IAWP International Conference, June 17-20, 2018, Cincinnati, OH
IAWP International Conference, June TBD, 2019, San Antonio, TX
Please check with your local Subchapter for local lunch and learn activities.
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National Disability Employment Awareness Month
#InclusionWorks
tribute to the rich diversity of our
nation. Disability is not a static condition — people can experience a disability from birth, or develop a disability as a result of genetics, aging,
or trauma. Disability does not discriminate — anyone can acquire a
disability, at any time. Individuals
with disabilities are neighbors, teachers, community leaders, and parents.
Celebrating Disability Inclusion
They are workers, managers, corporate CEOs and health care providers.
October is National Disability EmployIndividuals with disabilities can and
ment Awareness Month (NDEAM). Redo participate in all realms of work,
flecting the important role disability
and their strong participation is vital
plays in workforce diversity, this year’s to our economic growth.
NDEAM theme is “#InclusionWorks.”
According to the American Community Survey, in 2014, the resident
Observed each October, NDEAM celepopulation in the United States was
brates the contributions of workers
estimated to be approximately 319.9
with disabilities and educates about the
million individuals; and of this, apvalue of a diverse workforce inclusive of proximately 31.9 million individuals
their skills and talents. The annual
have some kind of disability, including both apparent and non-apparent
theme is announced early to facilitate
advance planning of events. The official disabilities. Yet individuals with disabilities still face barriers to full, fam2016 NDEAM poster is now available.
ily-sustaining employment.
To find out how you can celebrate
In June, 2016, the Bureau of Labor
NDEAM, get resources to plan an event, Statistics released the Persons with a
Disability: Labor Force Characterisor learn about NDEAM history, go to
tics. Based on this report, in 2015,
their website.
17.5 percent of persons with a disCall to Action: Make Disability Visi- ability were employed. The jobless
rate was higher for minorities with a
ble in Everything We Do
disability (17.4 % for blacks and 13.3
By Portia Wu, Gerri Fiala, Jennifer
Sheehy, Johan Uvin, Janet L. LaBreck & % for Hispanics) than among whites
(9.6 %) and Asians (7.4 %). For perSue Swenson
July 26 was the anniversary of the sign- sons with a disability:
The unemployment rate is higher
ing in 1990 of the Americans with Dis(10.7 % vs. 5.1 %)
abilities Act. In recognition of the spirit
They are more likely employed
of the Act, we are pleased to recommit
part-time (32 % vs. 18 %)
to the important work of making our
They are more heavily concenprograms inclusive and accessible to all.
trated in service occupations
Disability is part of the human experi(21.7 % vs. 17.2 %)
ence, and one of the variables that con-

They are less likely to work in
management, professional,
and related occupations (31.3
% vs. 39.2 %)
Inclusion of individuals with disabilities cannot be an afterthought.
We — the Employment and Training
Administration and Office of Disability Employment Policy at the U.S Department of Labor; the U.S. Department of Education’s Office of Special
Education and Rehabilitative Services/the Rehabilitation Services Administration, and its Office of Career,
Technical and Adult Education; and
our grantees — will continue to consider the experiences of individuals
with disabilities, be intentional about
including disability in our policy and
program documents, incorporate universal design in our service delivery
strategies, and continue to be inclusive in our use of language.
Moreover, we will continue to ensure
that youth and adults with disabilities
can access our education, training,
and workforce programs and successfully complete them. We will work
closely with America’s employers and
our local partners in the workforce
development system to ensure physical, programmatic, and employment
access across the board.
Finally, we must continue to actively
foster a culture in which individuals
are supported and accepted for who
they are, without fear of discrimination based on disability.
In full support of this call to action,
we will make improvements to the
programs we are responsible for administering in the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act, the Carl D.
Perkins Career and Technical Education Act, and
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Call to Action: Make Disability Visible in Everything We Do, Continued
(Continued from page 3) complementary programs that affect the opportunities of individuals with disabilities. We will strengthen alignment
and find new ways to provide better
services to more people through
close collaboration at the national,
state, local, and tribal levels among
our respective programs.
Significant work is already under
way. OSERS/RSA, and OCTAE will
soon release technical assistance
resources focused on expanding access and support for individuals with
disabilities in education programs
under WIOA — especially through
career pathways, a model endorsed
by 12 federal agencies. The Labor
Department’s ODEP, ETA and Civil
Rights Center have issued a set of
best practices for physical and programmatic accessibility for individuals with disabilities.
Collectively, we are gathering concrete examples of promising practices, partnerships, and interventions
offered by core and partner programs under WIOA. We are seeking
examples of innovations focused on
changing the prospects of youth and
adults with disabilities, for possible
inclusion in the resources. If you are
aware of such efforts, please tell us
about them by emailing us at inclusion@ed.gov.
We are always looking for innovative
ways to expand opportunities for individuals with disabilities through
demonstration grants. The Labor Department’s Disability Employment
Initiative expands the capacity of the
workforce system to improve the
education, training, and employment
outcomes of youth and adults with
disabilities, and uses a career pathway framework to increase opportunities.
As a nation, we must continue to
promote inclusion and to break down
the barriers that remain — in hearts,

in minds, in habits and in policies
— to the security and prosperity
that stable jobs provide and that Raise the Tipped
all people deserve. Thank you
Minimum Wage
for your partnership in this impor- By Jared Benoff
tant work.

President Obama, Federal
Agencies Celebrate:
Anniversary of the Americans with Disabilities Act
President Obama issued a
Presidential Proclamation on the
anniversary of the Americans
with Disabilities Act, and several
federal agencies published
blogs celebrating the many accomplishments in the 26 years
since the law passed.
Key among them are the strides
made in access to employment,
education, transportation, and
community living.
• Presidential Proclamation
• The White House
• Departments of Education
(OSERS, OCTAE) and Labor
(ETA,ODEP)
• Department of State
• Department of Justice
• Department of Transportation

The federal tipped minimum
wage has been $2.13/hour since
1991. That’s right – it’s been the
same for nearly a quarter century. In that time, Congress has
twice approved increases in the
full minimum wage, and the
costs for the basics like food,
housing, transportation and child
care have increased significantly.
That’s a real challenge for our
nation’s nearly 2 million waiters
and waitresses. In most states,
food servers earn low wages,
primarily made up of the tips they
make. Employers only have to
pay tipped workers a lower, socalled “tipped minimum wage”
that − when added to tips left by
customers − must equal at least
the full minimum wage.
Because the federal tipped minimum wage has lost about 40%
of its value since 1991, food
servers, most of whom are
adults, are having to work harder
and harder to scrape by. They
are three times more likely than
other workers to experience poverty and nearly half of them are
forced to rely on public assistance.
A recent poll found that of Americans support increasing the
tipped minimum wage.
Share this video if you agree: it’s
time to #RaiseTheWage.
*Remember: Don’t use state
computers, email or other resources to support political issues.
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— SAFETY — SAFETY — SAFETY — SAFETY — SAFETY —

IAWP Safety/Membership
Brown Bag
By Leah Wolfe, State Chapter Vice
President

The IAWP Washington Chapter recently held a Brown Bag event to
help members and others learn to
prepare for winter and potential disaster.
We saw the Emergency Preparedness Guide from the Disaster Assistance Response Team (D.A.R.T.) program which included information
about:







How to prepare your home and
vehicle and how to prepare for
other disasters in a year;
How to build an under-the-bed
safety kit;
Pet preparedness;
How to make a 72- hour disaster
kit; and
Where to find other resources

Upcoming safety expos & training:
 The Great Shake Out on 10/20

Michael Cotey with ESD Risk
Management handed out vehicle safety and preparedness
information.

Who’s on the Safety
Committee in Your Office?

He then showed attendees a
few safety videos regarding
driving in Pacific Northwest
weather and the power of
storm water.

To talk with ESD staff from the
Safety Program, find them at
http://insideesd/personnel/
safety-contacts

In closing, we discussed the importance of volunteering and
we are always looking for enthusiastic individuals to participate in the Safety Committee
and Evacuation Committee in
the Maple Park building.

Discover other information
about your Safety Committee at
their SharePoint site on InsideESD: http://sharepoint/safety/
SitePages/Home.aspx

What’s next?
We are attempting to prepare
an additional safety/I.A.W.P.
Brown Bag in Lacey and per request again in the Maple Park
building.
To talk with Maple Park Safety
Committee members, see below:

Want to join IAWP?
IAWP was founded more than
100 years ago and focuses on
the needs of workforce professionals. IAWP members are
public or private sector employees with an interest in training,
workforce development, economic development, unemployment, education, skills enhancement.

Members enjoy great networking opportunities, leadership
George Mante, Committee Chair development and training and
Denice Craig
education.
Andrew Yelenich
If you would like to discuss
Jamie Scalise
IAWP with a board member,
Paul Dean
see page 2 of this CLARION.
Kathleen Young
Linda Arsenault
Chad Pearson
Maple Park Safety Committee:
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INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE RECAP
largest MSAs have 75% of all
jobs and they are all at full employment, what do you get? Labor shortages!

Lee Foley’s Washington
By Judy Johnson (WA)
Those who attended the IAWP International Conference in Buffalo this
year got a special treat as our longtime friend and Congressional
watchdog, Lee Foley, shared his
news and perspectives on the national legislative scene. But first he
thanked us for caring for the country’s workers, job seekers and employers.
Lee suggested that we’ve seen the
end of the “post war era” growth.
There are a lot of reasons: global
trade, surging immigration, population explosions, an “assertive” China
and an “adventurous” Russia, refugees by land and sea and now Great
Britain leaving the European Union
(and maybe Scotland leaving England?). There’s been good job
growth. The unemployment rate is
approximating the contemporary
definition of “full employment.” Most
major statistical areas (MSAs) are at
or below that rate. When the 100

allows a single Workforce Development Plan for most, because a “combined plan” is now
possible. Lee spoke about six
Temporary Assistance to Needy
And maybe there is not much to Families (TANF) related issues
be done about it. There could
that were passed by Congress.
be more discouraged workers
He said states could include
who will return to the labor mar- TANF programs in the Oneket and some things we could
Stop Plan.
do to help our youth. But the
interest rates are okay right
And, finally, a voucher is not
now. Lee did mention somealways mandatory. It sounds
thing about the war in Iraq…
like using sector strategies, inYet Congress continues to be
cumbent worker training to proinactive. He says the atmosvide up scaled skills, or a transiphere is “toxic.” But in spite of
tional job strategy all allow
Congress’s current state, where states to group grant rather
nothing gets done or can get
than doing vouchers for every
done, just a few major things
person.
have happened there lately.
WIOA totally switches the youth
Senator Murray and Congress- focus from serving at-risk youth
man Ryan passed two compre- in schools to serving out-ofhensive budget deals over three school youth. Even the ages of
years, without disruptions of
eligibility change. And states
previous deals and no downcan switch their Dislocated
grade of our country’s credit
Worker funding over to serve
rating.
Adult training needs and vice
versa (up to 100%).
One major event was the passage of a bill reauthorizing the Another innovation: states have
Workforce Investment Act
new authority to use pay-for(WIA). After 14 years trying to
performance options. Up to
overhaul WIA, it finally hap10% of any grant can be for bopened and is being implenuses. States investing in paymented right now as the Work- for-performance say it seems to
force Investment & Opportunity make a difference.
Act (WIOA). Some other overdue overhauls occurred for
Finally – evaluation! WIOA
childcare programs, a transpor- gives us common measures
tation package and a Medicare that are important, different, and
fix of payments to doctors and challenging.
children’s health programs.
Measures will be used across
The overhaul of WIOA holds
the board in all programs and
great opportunities. For one, the there will be employer measnew law focuses on youth at
ures, too.
risk who are not in school. It
(continued on next page)
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INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE RECAP
(Lee Foley, continued)
Lee also wanted to talk about that
popular topic: ELECTIONS.
Some work needs to get done in
Congress in spite of the elections.
There are always problems with appropriations and this year is no exception. Congress is supposed to
fund government by September 30.
No appropriations have passed and
our funding for Labor/Health & Human Services/Health/Pensions is
way at the back of the queue. There
will be lots of work to the end.
Lee pointed out that when Obama
was up for re-election, he was four
points behind in the polls but won by
the largest electoral vote ever. Right
now, Trump is 12 points down. In all,
Lee said we’re experiencing an
amazing turn of events in American
politics. And those political outcomes
are very important to us and to our
work.
What does he predict for next year?
Career and Technical Schools Act
must be reauthorized. The Higher
Education Act is also up for reauthorization. This is an important
source of funds for our services: $50
billion out of $150 billion. So Lee
says, “don’t sleep while this topic is
active.”
“What can we do?”
 Be a member of IAWP which
watches out for and champions
our causes.
 Go home and lead/run/deliver
the best workforce system in the
world, so our congresspersons
can be proud and eager to invest
in our system.

FREE
Google
TOOLS

PIXLR EDITOR is a FREE tool
that is almost the same as
Photo Shop.
Lanae Vetsch (MT) showed us
her skills using a motion tool
that detects hand gestures.

Alex’s motto is:
By Crystal Caison (IL) and Phil-  There is always more than
lip Arazny (IL)
one way to perform a task!
Alex Fernandez, who has

worked for numerous private
companies and governmental
agencies training staff and developing systems, presented to 
a room packed with enthusiastic
IAWP members eager to learn
more about FREE Google tools.

There is almost always a
FREE way to do the same
thing you are paying for!



Mobile users who want to
become proficient need to
embrace the Cloud and
transparency during the
creative process.

Alex demonstrated cutting edge
technology used in the Buffalo
school system.
Attendees learned how these
tools can also be used in workforce development.
Alex emphasized the importance of adding Art to “STEM”,
creating STEAM. Art is the
nexus for aligning science,
technology, engineering and
mathematics.
One of the FREE Google tools
that the audience was eager to
adopt is “Typing Club.”
Typing Club is a fun way to assist users of all ages to develop
typing skills through games.
Sketchup is another FREE tool
that is a creative lab for 3D Mosaic Project and Rapid Prototyping.

Working in the CLOUD allows you to collaborate and
share ubiquitous resources.

Additional info can be found at
www.pftclub.org
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INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE RECAP

Meet Your International
Delegates
Pictured: front row, left to right - Arlene Bautista, Chris Crawford, Jennifer Chen, Jason Huang, Cheryl
Brown, Mikell Fryer. Back row, left to
right – James Thomas, Terri
Pasternik, George Barthalow, Grant
Axtell, Steve Bent.
Che Shang (Jason) Huang is Labor
Attache at the Republic of China embassy in Washington, D.C. Before
coming to the U.S., he served as
Section Chief of International Planning with the Department of General
Planning, as the Taiwan counterpart
of labor attache. He also worked for
the Council of Labor Affairs where
he worked to implement new labor
laws regarding unions, settlement
of labor disputes and unfair labor
practices. Jason served in the army
for two years and earned a masters
degree in sociology.
Ia-Uen (Jennifer) Chen (ia won) is
Section Chief of Manpower Utiliza-

tion in the Human Resources
Department of the National Development Council, where she
researches and analyzes manpower utilization and labor market development, and formulates, coordinates and reviews
labor policies and laws in Taiwan, Republic of China.

International Panel
By Judy Johnson (WA)
Our international delegates from
Taiwan shared their new workforce trends in Taiwan.

Ia-Uen (Jennifer) Chen, National
Development Council, Taiwan,
told us that in the 80 years that
Taiwan has had it’s independShe previously served with the
ence, a lot has changed and will
Labor Pension Fund Supervisory continue to change.
Committee and in labor policy
planning for other major labor
The numbers of working-age
policy reforms, such as the Gen- adults and youth are falling while
der Equality in Employment law the elderly population is rising.
and the Labor Pension Act. She
has a master’s degree in Labor
By 2060, those aged 65+ will acResearch.
count for 41% of the total population! People marry older and
Arlene Bautista works for Califor- have fewer children.
nia’s Employment Development
Department as Disaster UnemThe low birth rates and aging
ployment Assistance (DUA) spe- society bring challenges. Luckily,
cialist for the Unemployment In- the unemployment situation has
surance Policy & Coordination
improved since the Great RecesDivision.
sion, and the rate last year was
only 3.78%.
She has worked for the department for 14 years, as a claims
Taiwan has a strategic plan to
filer and trainer prior to her cur(continued next page)
rent position.
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INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE RECAP
(International Panel, continued)
deal with it’s challenges: replenish manpower and attract talent.
Replenishing manpower means
raising fertility rates with a
healthy child-rearing environment
at work and boosting labor participation of middle-aged and elderly workers by making a friendly
workplace, a family friendly environment, and friendly services for
workers.
The strategy also calls for
strengthening youth employment
diversity by helping career development, shortening the gap between school and work, and integrating services. Taiwan also
plans to attract global talent and
build a friendly environment so
they will stay.
Che-Shang (Jason) Huang, Taiwan’s Labor Attaché in Washington, D.C., spoke about the new
face of the Ministry of Labor in
Taiwan with its challenges and
initiatives.
The Ministry was created using
three pillars of support: Autonomy (increasing strength of labor
relations), Equality (creating a
fair and just work environment),
and Progressiveness
(improving employability).
Jason shared the six divisions
and five other programs run by
the Ministry.
Jason talked about the same
challenges as Jennifer: Low birth
rates and elderly dependencies,
global competition, the influx of
Uber and others, and trying to

keep their retirement fund stable. sists foreign workers. Then there
is a “Maker Networking Program”
They have many initiatives afto help innovators in 3D printing
fecting employment services and open software and digital tool
vocational training to enhance
making industries.
services to the jobseeker,
whether jobseekers are emOf course Taiwan continues to
ployed, vulnerable or unemoffer one-stop services with over
ployed.
300 service centers and 10 large
training workplaces offering emThey’re using Job Expos, online ployment advice, job matching,
TaiwanJobs, 350 service cenunemployment allowances, trainters, 22 job reconstructing sites, ing placement, skill assessment
360 moveable service personnel, and business start-up assisand 1,500 training centers.
tance.
They’re also working with employers utilizing employment ads,
job reconstructing subsidies, and
job training allowances for workers and enterprises. There are
subsidies to colleges to provide
training.
Apprenticeship programs help
pass skills from the old to the
young.
They are finding that youth want
service sector jobs, rather than
manufacturing or construction
work.

Jason concluded by saying that
Taiwan is building a better infrastructure for it’s labor force. It is
built on three pillars: Education
and training, Assessment and
Utilization. Through all they improve the employability of workers.
Arlene Bautista, California Employment Development Department, discussed trends in the
U.S. workforce.

She shared the unemployment
rate, the rate of long-term unemployed, and the unemployment
There’s a corporate internship
duration rates for youth, Africanprogram where the Ministry
Americans, and Hispanic workurges corporations to provide
ers. She talked about how the
chances to escalate working
number of job losers has deskills of young workers. Govern- clined. Also, how there are more
ment and employer associations employed part-time for economic
work together to develop vocareasons now than ever. Arlene
tional training programs.
also shared data about California, which has been following
A Phoenix Micro-business Start- most of the national trends.
up Program assists people to
start a business, offering low in- At the end of the presentation,
terest loans and business guid- Jason and Jennifer made a presance to applicants. A relocation entation about their earthquake.
program offers youth subsidies
They were thankful that IAWP
to move. Another initiative astreated them like family.
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INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE RECAP
instance, what do you have to do Federal Perspectives from
and need to do? These are “nonNew York Congressman
negotiable” in your mind, such
Brian Higgins and New
as work. But, what is it that you
York’s Commissioner Mary
want to do? Once you underBatch
stand that, and ask the same of
others, then you can tailor your By Suzanne Nichols (WA)
leadership approach to those
interests and motivate others
accordingly. So, do you know
who you are? What makes you
tick? What you are passionate
about?

Are You Pushing Yourself
to Be the Best You Can
Be?
By Yvette Quevedo (CA)
Larry Mietus, from Speaking of
Strategy, provided a very dynamic keynote presentation. He
touched on various topics and
characteristics of being a leader.
The most important thing to remember, according to Larry, is
that YOU are the only person in
charge of making the best version of you. What it really comes
down to is that sometimes you
have to take chances in your life
in order to thrive personally and
professionally.
As a leader, are you in the head
of the people that you lead?
What about in your own head?
The key to motivating people is
to know more about yourself and
what your hot buttons are. For

Think back to when you were in
kindergarten. Did you really
question your ability to do things
back then? It was more like “I
can, I can, and I will.” People
look for someone to lead and
make decisions but who can also
admit to the things they don’t
know and need help with.
His entire presentation hit close
to home for me. This is a topic
that I have been looking into for
the past year as I took on the
role of California Chapter President. Personal development is
essential to finding and KEEPING
your motivation! In order to lead
my team into the change our
chapter needed, I had to really
work on this.
Larry said it well, “Effort is effort.” So, continue to learn and
grow as you attend this conference. I look forward to what the
rest of the conference has in
store for all of us!

Conference attendees had the opportunity to hear federal perspectives on the workforce. New York
Congressman Brian Higgins spoke
briefly about the impacts the economy has had on the nation.
Mary Batch of the New York Department of Labor spoke about how
her state has implemented Lean
initiatives to reduce waste.

They have a lean leader and lean
umpires teaching others about continuous improvement. Lean has
been heavily supported by Gover-

nor Cuomo.
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INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE RECAP
Helping LGBT Customers Conduct a
Job Search
By Berti Longworth (CA)
An historic event for civil rights
occurred in 2015 when the Supreme Court passed a ruling declaring same sex marriage legal
and forcing all 50 states to recognize and uphold the rights of marriage of same sex couples.
The ruling was passed with much
fanfare and was a significant
achievement in the progression of
acceptance of the rights of all
Americans to be accepted and recognized as equals. But did you
know that only 21 states extend
employment nondiscrimination
protection to LGBT persons?
Nearly 23% of the population can
now get married, yet if they were
to post celebration pics of their
union onto Facebook to share with
friends and family, they risk losing
housing, employment and even
participating in commerce.
Fortunately, our presenter for this
session, Steve Jagord, helped us
navigate ways we can help LGBT
persons with their job search and
to stay gainfully employed.

between sex and gender emphasizing that a person’s sex is permanent, something that can’t be
changed while gender is more
fluid and can encompass identity,
expression, and societal roles.
Steve also highlighted that it is
important not to lump all LGBT
persons into a single group. LGBT
stands for Lesbian, Gay, bisexual,
and Transgender and within each
group there exists diversity with
regard to race, ethnicity, age, socioeconomic status, and geographic location.
The first step in offering job
search aid to LGBT persons is to
empathize using a working knowledge of the terms and ideas
above. Beyond that, you can direct LGBT persons to research potential employers.

Further support can be offered
through acting as an ally. Get to
know laws in your state so you
can let LGBT persons recognize
and know when they have real
recourse against the discriminations they may have faced.
Additionally, be able to educate
on support resources. Steve
walked us through his own organization, the LGBTQ cultural Competency Pride Center of Western
New York, which offers awesome
programs and services to empower people and communities.
The organization offers advocacy,
mental health support, services
for seniors, social events, networking opportunities, and wellness education.
Steve’s organization is limited in
its geographic scope but similar
associations exist throughout the
country.

Have them view the company
policies, check websites, read
online reviews, review company
benefits packages, and if possible, Find out what is available in your
tour the workplace to get a
area so that you can be a better
glimpse of the daily interactions. ally for LGBT job seekers.
These steps allow an LGBT person
to gain a pulse of company culture
and will help to determine if a person will be accepted and if not,
steer away from that employer.

With these kinds of hurdles, the
Steve started by first defining
job search can be exceptionally
terms associated with LGBT issues. draining.
Steve pointed out the difference

To learn more about the efforts to
expand work-place protections to
LGBT through federal bills such as
the Employment NonDiscrimination Act, visit the human rights campaign website at
www.hrc.org.
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Recognize & Prevent
Human Trafficking
By Steve Corwin (OR)
The first thing to know about human
trafficking is that it can be found in
any industry. Modern day slaves can
be found in agriculture, lodging, hospitality, restaurants, nail salons, gas
stations, and even an ice cream
shop.
The second thing to know is that
people need help to escape human
trafficking, not to be “rescued,” but
more on that later. The most important thing to know about people who
are trapped in human trafficking or
escaping from it is they are not criminals, they are victims.
According to Amy Fleischauer, International Institute Buffalo, traffickers
offer hope for a better future to the
men and women who fall victim to
their ploys. For youth, the traffickers
pretend to offer love and caring.
What they really get is physical,
emotional, and sexual abuse to entrap them in modern day slavery and
to earn their captors money.
The perpetrators offer high-paying
jobs, exciting education, or travel
opportunities. This happens both in
foreign countries and in the United
States. In the U.S., the captors hang
out near youth shelters and homeless services sites and pass out directions to a place that will fulfill their
dreams or offer something they are
desperate for. What they get instead
is entrapment and horrendous working conditions. The person is often
moved from one place where they
might know persons who can help
them to a place they do not know.

Traffickers have learned that
physical violence leaves marks
that law enforcement can use as
evidence against them, so they
use more insidious ways to control their victims. Victims are controlled now by means of social
obligations or fear of harm to
loved ones. One woman from Argentina was kept in place by
showing her daily pictures of her
mother as she went about her life
in Argentina, while the daughter
was entrapped in the United
States. The traffickers hired
someone on the ground in her
hometown to take the daily pictures to control and intimidate
their victim. It is often the case
that the traffickers are a person
who is known and seemingly
trustworthy in the victim’s own
community.

victims do not know that.

Unlike the U.S., where debt is
common for many reasons, in
most other countries having a
debt is something that clouds a
person’s honor and often the
honor of the entire family. A family
will work for generations to pay
back a debt.

So now they must have sex to
earn money, work at menial jobs
under hard conditions and for very
long hours. They are made to live
where they work and are not allowed to go anywhere else.

This is why traffickers use this
ploy with most victims, telling
them that they owe thousands of
dollars for their being transported
to the proposed work site to which
they have been lured.
Then the person is told what they
must do to pay off the debt. Male
victims are controlled with drugs
and alcohol, for which they are
charged enormous sums and
which create “debt bondage” for
them.
Of course, this is illegal, but the

Persons trapped in human trafficking are victims. Think of the
youth who are trapped in sex trafficking and moved from state to
state to work as prostitutes in motels in your city and mine.
They are below the federal age of
18 for being able to consent to
having sex. Prosecutors cannot
charge them with prostitution but
remand them to family court to
address whatever legal issues
that may apply to them.
They were lured with the promise
of good work cleaning rooms in a
hotel, but the hotel’s construction
is behind schedule and they must
pay for their transport, food and
lodging in the meantime.

Fear and coercion work well to
keep their victims right where they
want them.
Captors use psychological coercion to convince victims that just
like in their country, the authorities
are on the take and no one will
help them to escape or will believe them that they are being
kept in forced labor against their
will.
An American couple kept a domestic servant that way for 19
years.
(continued next page)
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(Recognize & Prevent Human Trafficking continued)
She escaped two times, and each
time no one would help her.

Media covers the sensational
Human Trafficking Laws
story but depicts the people who
were trafficked and smuggled into
Washington State law makes huthe U.S. as illegal immigrants
man trafficking a crime.
rather than as the unwitting vicRCW 9A.40.100 spells out what
tims they are.

Most people in the U.S. are monolingual, so they cannot understand
what an hysterical person speaking
in a language other than English is
trying to say.

States have started to pass laws
to protect these victims and to
help them testify against their
captors.

Fortunately, the third time she escaped, this woman found someone
who would help her.

T Visas are now issued to persons who have escaped so that
they may get help and support
while they wait to testify.

Some victims are recruited especially because of their disabilities. It
helps the traffickers control them.
This was the case with the deaf
Mexicans whose case was tried in
1998. Their plight led to the first federal legislation against human trafficking.
Simply smuggling people is a crime
against the state and those convicted of this are deported.
Trafficking is also a crime against an
individual and can result in prison
sentences. Victims travel under false
promises on valid visas but then the
traffickers confiscate their passport
and tell them they must work off their
debt before they can get it back.
In a climate of hatred and fear of immigrants, often politicians and the
media portray these victims as criminals.
Neighbors turn out at the site of a
suburban trafficking bust, not to excoriate the traffickers, but to blame
the victims and hurl verbal abuse at
them.

constitutes the crime of trafficking and makes it a class A felony
with a $10,000 fee.
Half of fees collected must be
spent on trafficking prevention,
education, and rehabilitation.

The Secretary of State is required
to provide secret confidential adOthers will need convictions expunged for prostitution, drug pos- dresses to victims of human trafficking, just as they do for domessession, etc. that occurred while
tic violence victims.
they were victims, so that they
can resume normal lives and secure work in the above ground
economy.
Finally, victims of trafficking are
sometimes treated like they have
been “rescued” from slavery
rather than having escaped it.
The problems with the term rescued is, that it re-victimizes the
person. It passes moral judgment
upon the work they were forced to
do and the victims themselves.
Victims don’t need the moral baggage “rescued” comes with. They
need to be empowered to get on
with their lives.
For more information, see Freedom Network USA,
www.nyatn.org and also IIT Buffalo.

Federal law deals with trafficking
in 22 USC Chapter 78 Trafficking
Victims Protection.
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Have You Heard?
By Lyn Godsey, Spokane UI
Claims Center, Mutual Aid Foundation Board Member
Many employees have never heard
of the Mutual Aid Foundation (MAF)
until they mention an emergency to
a co-worker or supervisor. The MAF
gives interest-free loans to fellow or
retired employees of Employment
Security and Generations Credit Union. Loans are granted to those who
need help due to an injury, illness,
or other emergency based on availability of funds and board review.
Loans are repaid through payroll
deduction, or for retirees, by mail or
other arrangements.
They can apply on the Mutual Aid
page on InsideESD at http://
insideesd/personnel/mutual-aid.
Loans are reviewed by the MAF
board on a case-by-case basis. A
response is usually given to the applicant within a few days.
In the past, the MAF board has
loaned funds to help with rent, utilities, car repairs, medical and dental
expenses not covered by insurance,
groceries, and airfare associated
with a family emergency, such as a
serious illness or death of a family
member.
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Employees are not required to
donate to the MAF, but the board
encourages people to donate even
a $1 per pay day to ensure the fund
has money to lend when emergencies arise. Some loan recipients decide to donate after they have paid
off their loans because they want to
“pay the kindness forward.”

Participants at the 103rd Annual Conference were the first to see a new
association logo and learn of other rebranding initiatives underway at
IAWP.
1. The image of a globe demonstrates
that the IAWP is an international association. The globe also represents a tie
All donations are welcome!
to our rich history as a similar graphic
was used in previous association loFor more information, review the
gos, so reincorporating the globe
Mutual Aid Web page at the link
graphic allows us to honor all memabove or contact a board member at bers, past and present.
http://insideesd/personnel/mutual- 2. Size emphasis is utilized on the
words Workforce Professionals to alaid-board-members.
low the public to immediately see who
and what we represent—our members—because our members are the
Computer Security
most valued aspect of the IAWP.
3. The role of the IAWP is to provide
Protect Your Computer from
benefits that promote professionalism
Malware, Phishing and Spam
within the workforce community so
Scammers, hackers, and identity we capitalized the word Professionals
to stress the professional nature of
thieves are looking to steal your
our community.
personal information – and your
4. The logo can incorporate the name
of each chapter to establish a consismoney. But there are steps you
tent, overall branding scheme and
can take to protect yourself.
increase the recognition of the asso Use security software that up- ciation and its members.
5. The color blue is utilized because it
dates automatically
symbolizes loyalty, strength, wisdom,
 Treat your personal informatrust, creativity and intelligence. It is
tion like cash
also the most popular color, which
 Check out companies to find
out who you’re really dealing satisfies the largest number of memwith
bers and the public at large.
 Give personal information
over encrypted websites only
The International Office is currently re Protect your passwords
 Give out personal information branding association documents. New
chapter logos will be distributed
only when you have a good
reason
shortly and new products like note
 Back up your files
cards, mouse pads, shirts etc. will soon
be available as well.
Find information and resources

covering online safety
at USA.gov.

What’s New? New logo,
new look!

These products are really nice and a
huge cost savings — I have already
received a new tumbler with the new
logo on it and it looks great!

IAWP District VII Educational Conference
October 20-22, 2016 | Yakima, WA
Oxford Suites | 1701 E. Yakima Ave.

Registration Form

Conference fee includes all
seminars, Friday networking lunch and a snack during afternoon break.
The Friday evening event is an additional charge. There is no meal included with the Saturday meeting.
Lodging is at your own cost.
Questions? Call Michelle Smith at (509) 469-2139.

Special Lodging Rate!

$91

Call 800-404-7848
www.oxfordsuitesyakima.com
Mention IAWP for special rate.
Reservations must be made by
Fri., 10-7-2016 to guarantee price.

o Conference - $50 (Italian lunch buffet)
o Retiree Rate - $35


o Early Bird Reception - No Charge
(Thu. 10/20/16 6-8 p.m., Director’s Suite, Oxford Suites)


o Craft Beverage Walk - $20
(Fri. 10/22/16 6-8 p.m., No host bar, appetizers and prizes!)


There will be a Silent

Auction at the conference Saturday. Please bring your item(s) with you.

NAME
ORGANIZATION
ADDRESS/P.O. BOX
CITY/COUNTY/ZIP
EMAIL
WORK PHONE
TOTAL ENCLOSED - $__________ Mail This Form with Payment to: Carol Cauthron, WorkSource Yakima

(If postmarked after 10-7-16 a $10 late fee will apply)

PO Box 9995 │ Yakima, WA 98909
Payment MUST accompany registration.

Please contact Michelle Smith at (509) 469-2139 with any special accommodations (such as dietary restrictions or
need for sign language translator).
INVOICE: My manager supports my educational and professional development. If your conference registration is being paid by Washington State Employment Security, please have your supervisor or manager complete and sign below. We will forward to Vendor Payments for group invoicing.
Please charge cost to Org Index __________________ Master Index _________________ @100%
Manager ____________________________________Manager____________________________________________
(print name)
(signature)

IAWP District VII Educational Conference

October 20-22, 2016, Yakima, WA

Thursday, October 20, 2016
6:00 to 8:00 p.m.

Early Bird Reception Oxford Suites, 1701 E. Yakima Avenue, Yakima, Director’s Suite

Friday, October 21, 2016
8:00 to 8:30 a.m.

Registration

8:30 to 8:45 a.m.

Welcome - Opening Ceremonies
Emcees:

Oxford Suites, 1701 E. Yakima Avenue, Yakima

Suzanne Nichols, IAWP District VII Director
Clint Hede, IAWP East Central Subchapter President

8:45 to 9:15 a.m.

“What’s Happening at the International Level?”
Cheryl Brown, IAWP International President Elect

9:15 to 9:45 a.m.

Ice Breaker Exercise
Suzanne Nichols, IAWP District VII Director

9:45 to 10:00 a.m.

BREAK

10:00 to 11:15 a.m.

“Change is Going to Come…”
Billie Wright, WA Employment Security Department Training Manager

11:15 to 12:30 p.m.

Networking Lunch

12:30 to 2:00 p.m.

“Suicide Awareness for Everyone”
Jim Pinnell, Comprehensive Healthcare Community Education Coordinator

2:00 to 2:15 p.m.

BREAK

2:15 to 3:30 p.m.

“Ditch the Transaction: How Oregon is Transforming its Workforce System”
Amber Drake, WorkSource Oregon Training Coordinator

3:30 to 5:00 p.m.

“Workplace Violence”
Deputy Chris Johnston, Spokane County Sheriff’s Office

5:00 to 5:15 p.m.

Wrap up, acknowledgements, and silent auction

6:00 to 8:00 p.m.

Yakima Craft Beverage Walk

Kana Winery, 10 S. Second St., Yakima

Saturday, October 22, 2016
8:30 to Noon

District VII Meeting

Oxford Suites, 1701 E. Yakima Avenue, Yakima
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POSTAGE NOTICE

ENDORSEMENT POLICY

All IAWP incoming and outgoing mail
must be posted by the sender’s
stamp. No indicia mail is to be utilized
for the purposes of the CLARION.

Articles printed do not necessarily represent the
policy of the Washington Chapter of IAWP or the
Employment Security Department and no
endorsement is intended or implied. Links to
external websites are provided as a
convenience. We do not endorse the contents,
services, or viewpoints found at those websites.

Have An Idea for an Upcoming Edition?
Contact your CLARION EDITORS
Deadline for next publication is the 10th of the month.
Mailing address is:
Clarion Editor
c/o WA State Chapter IAWP
PO Box 2543 ● Olympia, WA 98507

